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Abstract
This paper presents a novel approach to measuring bias in

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems by proposing a
metric that does not use the conventional approach of a refer-
ence group. Current methods typically measure bias through
comparison with a ’norm’ or minimum error group, poten-
tially introducing additional biases. To address this issue, this
study introduces a new metric: a combination of the Group-
to-Average Log Ratio and the Sum of Group Error Differences.
This metric aims to provide a fair comparison by measuring per-
formance relative to the average of the groups rather than a sin-
gle reference group. Results indicate that the new metric reveals
different aspects of bias not captured by traditional methods.

This study contributes to the ongoing research on fairness
in speech technology by challenging the existing bias metrics
and proposing alternatives that might offer more equitable eval-
uations. Future research should explore further refinements of
these metrics, and apply them across more varied datasets and
environments. Ultimately, this research moves towards making
ASR technologies more inclusive, ensuring that they serve all
user groups equitably.
Index Terms: speech recognition, bias metrics, reference
group

1. Introduction
As speech technology becomes part of our daily routine, so
does the importance of ensuring the safety and fairness of these
systems. Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is concerned
with converting spoken language into text. However, as human
speech is naturally highly variable, depending on context, re-
gion, or age, producing an objective transcription of the speech
[1] is challenging. Research shows that ASR models show bias,
e.g., between genders and races [2].

Firstly, it is important to define the notions of bias and fair-
ness addressed in this work. This research concerns group fair-
ness, which involves accepting similar outcomes across differ-
ent speaker (demographic) groups [3]. Furthermore, bias is un-
derstood as a performance difference, specifically an error rate
difference, between various speaker groups, as defined in prior
literature [4]. In ASR the bias is estimated by comparing the au-
tomatic ASR output (hypothesis) to the reference transcriptions
done by human annotators. However, these human annotations
can also contain errors and bias so they are also part of the over-
all bias in ASR systems [5].

Therefore I am working under the assumption that for the
ASR system to be unbiased it is needed to achieve statistical
parity - a speaker group is treated the same way as the popula-
tion as a whole [6]. This is achieved by having a similar error
rate across all speaker groups.

Effective and fair bias metrics are needed to discover these
biases. In [7], these are calculated from statistical base metrics,
like error rate or accuracy, therefore our choice of a base metric
also influences the end value. The base metric (b) used through-
out this paper will be the word error rate (WER). Currently,
there is a lack of consensus on which is the most favorable bias
metric in ASR. As research in the fairness of ASR systems is
still in its early stages [5] also finding an effective bias metric is
still an area of ongoing research.

1.1. Problem Description

Existing bias metrics typically use a “reference group”. An ex-
ample of a bias metric with a reference group is in Eq 1, where

bias represents the difference between the WER of the chosen
speaker group and the WER of the reference group.

G2reference groupdiff = bspkg − breference group (1)

The reference group serves as a baseline, i.e., its word error
rate is compared to that of other groups to observe potential
bias in the system. Choosing a reference group is not trivial.
For instance, two approaches are mentioned in [8]: (1) taking
the group with minimum WER, and (2) using a norm group
as a reference group. Since the former approach might not al-
ways be available, the authors chose the second option. This
method, however, has several limitations. This approach as-
sumes that there are two types of groups: the privileged one and
the non-privileged one [9]. This results in binary outcomes that
fail to capture the nuances of multi-group biases. For exam-
ple, the norm group chosen by [4] consists of only adult native
speakers, whereas within the non-native group, there could be
significant variations between speakers from different linguistic
backgrounds. The second problem is ethical concern regarding
the standardization of what constitutes a “normal” speech char-
acteristic, e.g. commonly accepted accents. This standardiza-
tion can lead to the inappropriate classification of natural speech
variations (like in regional accents) as errors, thereby reinforc-
ing biases. Therefore, it is important to not just focus on lower-
ing the error rates of the test sets but to comprehensively evalu-
ate the fairness of the system [10].

1.2. Aim

This paper proposes an approach to measuring bias in ASR sys-
tems that eliminates the use of a reference group. I analyzed
the suitability of various bias metrics without reference groups
for calculating bias in ASR systems and used the conclusions
to develop my bias metric. The bias metric analysis in [4] was
used as a baseline. Here, the authors evaluated four existing bias
metrics (also with a reference group) on end-to-end (E2E) ASR
models (Conformer and Whisper). The developed bias metric
was applied on the same models and the results were compared
to those reported in [4]. I conducted both a qualitative analysis,
in the form of assumptions from existing literature, and a quan-
titative analysis, in the form of results of my experiment, of the
bias metric. This research not only challenges existing metrics
but also contributes to the broader discussion on the fairness of
ASR technologies.

Firstly, in Section 2 Methodology I will explain my ap-
proach to implementing a bias metric and evaluating the ASR
model on it. I will explain how I set up my experiment and what
models and datasets I am working with to ensure my implemen-
tation can be fairly compared to results of the existing bias met-
rics from [4]. Next, in Section 3 The Bias Metric, I will provide
a qualitative analysis of the chosen existing bias metrics, dis-
cussing the assumptions made about them in the literature. In
this section, I will also show the final implementation of the bias
metric. In Section 4 Results, I will give an initial explanation
of my results of the bias metric, meaning how it performs on
the ASR models, and how it compares to bias metrics that use
a reference group, and in Section 6 Discussion, I will analyze
how these results reflect my assumptions made in the Section 3.
In the Responsible Research Section 5, I will explain why my
research conforms to responsible academic norms, and that it is
reproducible and inclusive. I will close with a Conclusion and
Future Recommendation Section 7 where I will state the future
recommendations for my research that can enhance its quality.



2. Methodology
In this section, I explain my research by introducing all parts in
more detail and all terms. I also describe the experimental setup
I conducted.

2.1. Experimental Setup

For the experimental setup I am using the same approach as
in [4] to ensure the same baseline. I evaluate my bias metric
on two models: the E2E Conformer model [11] and Open AI’s
Whisper model [12]. For both models, I evaluate the bias before
and after potential augmentation or fine-tuning to determine the
impact of these techniques on the fairness of the ASR systems.

The Conformer model I am evaluating with my metric was
trained on Corpus Gesproken Nederlands (CGN) [13]. This
dataset was trained on adult native Dutch speech, with both
Read speech (Rd) and Conversational Telephone Speech (CTS).
In my experiment, I will use the Jasmin corpus [14]. Jasmin
consists of Read (Rd) Speech and Human Machine Interaction
(HMI). Speakers in Jasmin are categorized into multiple groups
by age: children (C), teenagers (T), older adults (OA), and by
nationality: dutch (D), non-native (Nn). Given that CGN serves
as the training dataset for the Conformer model and Jasmin
contains data from different demographic groups, distinct from
those in CGN, makes Jasmin suitable for our testing purposes.

2.2. Bias metrics

There are 4 bias metrics evaluated in [4].
Group-to-min calculates the difference (Eq 2) and the rela-

tive difference (Eq 3) between the WER of the specific speaker
group under evaluation spkg and the group with minimum
WER.

G2mindiff = bspkg − bmin (2)

G2minreldiff = (bspkg − bmin)/bmin (3)

Next, Group-to-norm calculates the difference (Eq 4) and
the relative difference (Eq 5) between the WER of the specific
speaker group under evaluation spkg and the reference (norm)
group, which in this case is the CGN test set [4]. So these two
methods (minimum WER group and norm group) correspond
to the two approaches of choosing a reference group mentioned
in [1]. In Eq 2 and 3 we subtract from the WER of the chosen
speaker group the minimal WER from the set and in Eq 4 and 5
the WER of the norm group.

G2normdiff = bspkg − bnorm (4)

G2normreldiff = (bspkg − bnorm)/bv (5)

3. The Bias Metric
In this section, I explain how I arrived at my implementation of
a bias metric and what assumptions I considered in the process.

3.1. Evaluation of Multiple Bias Metrics

As both ASR systems and bias detection are relatively new
fields, there is no state-of-the-art bias metric for ASR systems.
Some groups estimate bias by taking a difference/ratio between
the speaker groups’ WERs [1, 15, 16], or taking the relative

difference between the best-performing group and the worst-
performing group [5] or others use the bias metrics described
above (G2min and G2norm) [4].

Therefore, as there are not many bias metrics in the ASR
field, I researched other close areas. Firstly, in the field of
speaker verification [7] proposes the use of a Group-to-average
log ratio (Eq 6)

G2avg log ratio(b)g = − ln
bg
bavg

(6)

Conceptually, this metric measures how much better or worse
a particular group is performing relative to the average perfor-
mance of all groups. In the context of ASR, this could mean
comparing the WERs of different demographic groups to the
average WER.

The paper [7] recommends ratio-based bias metrics as
difference-based ones like G2min “cannot be compared across
base metrics with different orders of magnitude, and lack sensi-
tivity when base metrics are small” [7][p. 4]. They also recom-
mend the use of a log ratio as by being centered around 0 it is
easier to use as a comparison of values across multiple groups.

The second field in which I researched bias metrics was
biometric verification. The paper [17] introduces a new bias
metric Sum of Group Error Differences (Eq 9).

δFMRg = |1− FMRg(T )

FMRglobal(T )

| (7)

δFNMRg = |1− FNMRg(T )

FNMRglobal(T )

| (8)

SEDg = δFMRg + δFNMRg (9)

This metric aggregates the differences in error rates for each
group compared to the global error rate, giving a comprehensive
measure of bias. For ASR, this could involve summing the dif-
ferences in WERs, as WER measures the overall transcription
errors, for various groups to understand the overall bias.

In Eq 7 and 8, FMR (False Match Rate) and FNMR (False
Non-Match Rate) represent the proportions of incorrect accep-
tances and rejections, respectively, within a biometric system.
These rates are computed at a specific threshold T, which de-
fines whether a biometric sample is considered a match. The
metric calculates the absolute value of the deviation of a demo-
graphic group’s error rates (δFMRg, δFNMRg) from the global
averages, emphasizing that any significant deviation—whether
positive or negative—is indicative of bias. The final bias value,
SEDg , is the sum of these deviations, providing a measure of
overall bias for each group. This concept of threshold-based
error rate comparison, while standard in biometric verification,
requires adaptation for use in ASR systems, where such thresh-
olds do not typically apply.

3.2. Assumptions

In this subsection, I introduce multiple assumptions from prior
literature under which I designed my bias metric.

Assumption 1. For a model to be considered fair between two
demographic groups, measuring fairness based on the minimum
ratio is better than measuring based on their absolute differ-
ence.

According to [3] there are two common ways to measure
the extent of the bias between two groups. Either by taking
the absolute difference between the two demographic groups



Table 1: Results in %WER for Conformer and Whisper models when tested on Jasmin.

Jasmin: Read Jasmin: HMI Jasmin: Average

Model Approach DC DT NnT NnA DOA DC DT NnT NnA DOA Read HMI All

Conformer NoAug 44.55 23.91 57.01 62.95 29.65 52.03 41.74 60.79 63.21 43.52 43.61 52.26 47.94
SpAug 38.57 22.58 58.46 65.14 29.01 45.60 37.24 61.89 64.10 42.80 42.75 50.33 46.54
SpSpecAug 38.02 20.66 54.28 62.29 27.47 43.23 31.27 54.49 58.89 40.13 40.54 45.6 43.07

Whisper Ws 40.30 25.51 53.84 58.14 34.13 54.48 40.64 59.32 73.09 50.93 42.38 55.69 49.04
WsFTcgn 40.90 22.38 57.73 60.79 28.23 43.45 37.62 59.62 58.32 43.89 42.0 48.58 45.29

(|bspk1 − bspk2 |) or by taking the minimum ratio between the
two groups (min{bspk1/bspk2 , bspk2/bspk1)}. However, ac-
cording to their research, it is better in most cases to use the
ratio approach as when a model is fair under the ratio approach
it will also be fair under the difference approach, but not the
other way around.

Assumption 2. Measuring the absolute value of bias of the
speaker group (|bspk|) provides a clearer comparison of values
of bias between speaker groups.

In certain contexts, it is important not only to identify where
performance falls below a global reference but also where it ex-
ceeds this benchmark. This approach conveys that any signif-
icant deviation from the global reference, whether positive or
negative, constitutes a form of bias. Thus, the use of absolute
values in measuring discrepancies is emphasized in [17].

Assumption 3. Using functions such as the logarithm func-
tion in Eq 6 and subtracting 1 in Eq 9 to center bias measure-
ments at 0 improves the clarity of comparing bias across differ-
ent speaker groups. This approach divides the positively biased
groups (bias above 0) and negatively biased groups (bias below
0).

In [7] it is mentioned that applying a logarithm function
(Eq 6) makes the bias centered around 0 - an unbiased speaker
group has a bias of 0 - which makes it easier to compare across
multiple groups as people find it easier to differentiate between
negative values (negatively biased group) and positive values
(positively biased group). The same effect also makes subtract-
ing 1 from the bias in Eq 9, as with ratio, the neutral bias is at
value 1, subtracting makes it centered again at 0.

Assumption 4. By having both across-group and across-model
comparisons we can have a more comprehensive and informed
assessment of bias.

Looking at the comparison of performance against groups is
important to find out which groups are being disadvantaged but
it is also important for a bias assessment to be comprehensive
to also look at summative-aggregation measures [17]. This will
come to place when we want to compare models’ overall bias.

Assumption 5. The approach of not utilizing a reference group
in a bias metric avoids the ethical and methodological issues
associated with selecting an appropriate reference group, which
may inadvertently perpetuate biases.

Lastly, following the problem description, a bias metric that
does not utilize a reference group makes the performance as-
sessment between the speaker groups more fair, as no group
gets more advantage in the process. Furthermore, a bias metric
without a reference group does not have the disadvantage of not
being able to calculate the bias of one of the speaker groups [8].

3.3. Implementation of My Bias Metric

In my implementation, I first calculate the average WER of
every group (g) per model and speaking style (MS). Then I
calculate the Group-to-Average Log Ratio G2avg log ratio(g) to
measure the bias of each demographic group (Eq 12), where
bavg(MS)

means the average WER per model and speaking
style and bg(MS)

is WER of demographic group g per model
and speaking style. G represents the set of all (demographic)
groups. The code for this metric can be found in Figure 6 in
Appendix A.

bavg(MS)
=

1

G

∑
g∈G

WERg(MS)
(10)

bg(MS)
= WERg(MS)

(11)

G2avg log ratio(g(MS)) = − ln
bg(MS)

bavg(MS)

(12)

To implement a bias metric inspired by the Sum of Groups
Error from [17], I used the calculation of the ratio of bg(MS)

(Eq 10) and bavg(MS)
(Eq 11) and at first subtracted it from 1

and then took absolute value from the result (Eq 13). This code
implementation is shown in Figure 7 in Appendix A.

SEDg(MS)
= |1−

bg(MS)

bavg(MS)

| (13)

Then, I adapt the concept of the Sum of Group Error Differ-
ences to quantify the total bias by summing the biases across all
groups per model. This combined metric provides a robust un-
derstanding of bias in ASR systems, allowing for a more com-
prehensive evaluation and subsequent mitigation of biases. Af-
ter calculating a bias of all groups per model and speaking style
with a bias metric B, I summed all biases per model (Eq 14).

Total SumM =
∑
g∈G

B(gMRd) + B(gMHMI) (14)

4. Results
In this section, I present the results of the bias metrics men-
tioned in Section 3.1 and compare them to bias metrics calcula-
tions from [4].

4.1. Word Error Rates of the ASR Systems

Firstly, I calculated the WERs as in Eq 15, which compares
the reference transcription and the automatic output, where S
stands for the number of substituted words, D for the number



Figure 1: Bias calculated by G2mindiff and G2normdiff from
[4] on three Conformer and two Whisper models.

of deleted words, I for the number of inserted words and N is
the number of total words in the reference transcription [18].

WER =
S +D + I

N
(15)

In Table 1 the WERs are calculated per model (Conformer
- NoAug, SpAug, SpSpecAug or Whisper - Ws,WsFTcgn),
per speaking style (Read or HMI) and per group (DC, DT, NnT,
NnA, DOA). In the last column, I calculated the average WERs
of Read and HMI and both together. The most important part of
this code can be found in Figure 8 in Appendix B.

In [1] the bias is measured by the difference in WER, so
this is also analyzed here. The average WERs for HMI (52.26,
50.33, 45.6) are larger than in Read (43.61, 42.75, 40.54). After
the augmentations SpAug, SpSpecAug,WsFTcgn the WERs
did get lower, especially in the HMI speaking style.

4.2. Bias Metrics Results

In this subsection, I explain my results from applying all bias
metrics mentioned in Section 2.2 and Section 3.1.

4.2.1. Group-to-min and Group-to-norm

Firstly, in Figure 1 and Figure 2 are the results after evaluating
the models on bias metrics G2min and G2norm from [4]. These
values are taken directly from that paper to compare their results
with this experiment. The values can be found in table form in
Tables 2, 3 in Appendix C.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the magnitude of bias on the y-
axis per model on the x-axis. The higher the magnitude of bias,
the more biased the model is on that speaker group. Negative
values can only occur with G2norm and they represent speaker
groups with lower bias than the reference group, which in these
cases are DT-HMI and DOA-HMI.

We can also observe that even though the WER for HMI
was higher on average than in Read the bias within the model-
speaking style is lower than in Read. This means that if we

Figure 2: Bias calculated by G2minreldiff and G2normreldiff

from [4] on three Conformer and two Whisper models.

compare the speaker groups within HMI their performance is
more similar than within Read. This shows that looking at only
lower average WERs can obscure some bias characteristics.

4.2.2. Group-to-average and Sum of Group Error Differences

Secondly, Figures 3 and 4 are the results of applying the new
metrics within the ASR system, the Group-to-Average Log Ra-
tio G2avg log ratio(g) from Eq 12 and the Sum of Group Error Dif-
ferences SEDgMS from Eq 13. In both figures the magnitude
of the bias measured by the two bias metrics is on the y-axis,
the models are on the x-axis and the speaking style Rd is on the
top graph whereas the speaking style HMI is on the bottom one.

In Figure 3 we can observe that the bias can be both positive
and negative, as the average bias (unbiased group) has a value
of 0. Therefore the speaker groups with negative bias (NnT and
NnA) have worse-than-average performance, but we can also
observe that the speaker group DT has the best performance
everywhere.

For the Sum of Group Error Differences metric in Figure
4 all of the biases are positive because of the absolute value
function in Eq 9. Here again, the value of the unbiased group is
0, and the bigger the value, the bigger the bias. This makes the
most biased speaker groups by this metric mostly the DT and
the NnA.

4.2.3. Total Sum of Biases

In Figure 5 are the results of applying Eq 14 on the values from
Figure 3. It shows a comparison of all models, on the x-axis,
on how high the sum of all their group biases is. From Figure 5
we can see that the models with the highest summative bias are
SpAug, SpSpecAug.

5. Responsible Research
In this section, I explain how I conducted my research responsi-
bly. In the first part, I talk about how the content of my research



Figure 3: Bias calculated by G2avg log ratio from [7] on three
Conformer and two Whisper models.

is responsible, and in the second part how I conducted my re-
search in a responsible way.

5.1. Ethical Considerations

Throughout conducting my research I actively worked on en-
suring the ethical integrity of my experiment. As my research
concerned quantifying the fairness of computer systems, I had
to make sure I was not reinforcing the bias even more, by creat-
ing unfair bias metric. This was done by making sure my new
bias metric is designed with fairness principles in mind. The
goal was not to just blindly lower the error rates in the model
but to evaluate the system thoroughly, looking at various rela-
tionships between the groups and also looking at the distribution
of the error rates.

Furthermore, the broader goal of my research is to con-
tribute to mitigating the bias of the ASR system by finding
the demographic groups that suffer the most. This should help
make these systems more fair, i.e. not favoring any of the de-
mographic groups.

5.2. Reproducible Research

Conducting reproducible research is an important part of the
responsibility of a researcher. I made sure I wrote my paper in
such a way that anyone with enough programming knowledge
could recreate my experiment and review it or extend it.

Firstly, I wrote a detailed methodology where I described
all the datasets and models I was working with, so the next re-
searchers could compare their data with mine at the same base-
line. I also added references to where to find them. Next, I also
wrote the steps of how I calculated my bias metrics, and in ap-
pendices, I referenced the most important part of my code. My
repository is also available publicly with my results in CSV files
1. I made sure the program was also thoroughly documented,
the methods explained and the variables names properly. These

1Available at this link

Figure 4: Bias calculated by SEDg from [17] on three Con-
former and two Whisper models.

Figure 5: Total bias calculated by
∑

G2avg log ratio from [7,
17] on three Conformer and two Whisper models.

features of my report ensure that the Transparency principle of
the Netherlands Code of Conduct for Research Integrity [19] is
upheld.

However, what needs to be explained is my choice to use
the Jasmin dataset as my test dataset. Although Jasmin is not
an open-access dataset, it is free to use for academic purposes
2. The use of this dataset was important to properly evaluate the
models for the Dutch language, to have data from diverse demo-
graphic groups, and to have different test set from the training
set.

Furthermore, to have the research responsible it was impor-
tant to uphold the principle of Honesty from the Code of Con-
duct [19]. This means objectively writing down the limitations
of my research, citing my sources properly, being honest about
any pre-processing of my data, and also being honest about my
usage of any Large Language Models (LLMs) while doing my
research. The context of usage of LLMs and prompts I wrote
are in Appendix D.

2Available at this link for research purposes upon request.

https://github.com/tlezovicova/How-to-measure-bias-in-automatic-speech-recognition-systems
https://taalmaterialen.ivdnt.org/download/tstc-jasmin-spraakcorpus-c/


Lastly, to make my research more objective I took part in
two peer review sessions, one (mandatory for the course) with
my classmates and one with my project group. I conducted
these peer review sessions with “Standards for good research
practices - Assessment and peer review” [19][p. 18] in mind.

6. Discussion
In this section, I discuss my results from Section 4 and how
they can relate to my assumptions from Section 3.2. This way,
I compare the new approach of calculating bias to one from [4].

6.1. Assumptions

In Section 3.2 I made various assumptions about what proper-
ties of a bias metric in the ASR should be prosperous and ap-
plied these assumptions to my implementation of a bias metric.
Here I explain how these assumptions relate to my bias metric
and how the results reflect these assumptions.

The Assumption 1 prefers the ratio approach to measure
bias over the difference approach. In Figure 2 where we normal-
ize the bias by dividing by reference group, the biases show a
different trend where G2norm−SP show proportionally higher
bias than e.g. G2norm − Ws than in Figure 1. This represents
the importance of using ratio-based metrics.

In Assumption 2 the absolute value function was meant to
give a clearer comparison of the magnitudes of the biases. By
plotting the results in Figure 4, the comparison of the magnitude
of the bias is clearer than in Figure 3 but it loses the informa-
tion about whether the bias is positive or negative. This is the
reason I chose not to include the absolute value function in my
implementation, but there is a way to include it and show the
direction of the bias in a different place.

The application from Assumption 3 can be seen in both Fig-
ures 3 and 4 as both of these have a neutral bias at value 0. This
is more clear than having it centered at 1.

The Assumption 4 was applied in Figure 5, where I sum
the biases (G2avg log ratio(gMS)) of all groups for both speaking
styles per model. The importance of this assumption is shown
here as even though the augmentations in SpAug, SpSpecAug
lower the average WER the summative bias in the models is the
highest.

The most important assumption was the Assumption 5
which talked about the importance of not utilizing a reference
group when calculating the bias of a model. To evaluate this
assumption Figures 1 (using a reference group) and 3 (not us-
ing a reference group) need to be compared. Firstly, the speaker
group DT always has the smallest bias in all models with bias
metric G2mindiff and G2normdiff in Figure 1. However, with
my new bias metric DT is one of the groups (with NnT and
NnA) with the largest bias. This depends on how we calcu-
late our bias metric but because the DT is the best-performing
group by far among the speaker groups in our definition this is
reflected in the bias. This is one of the examples of how bias
metrics with reference groups could hide certain characteristics
of a bias.

7. Conclusions and Future
Recommendations

In this section, I discuss how my research could be limited, what
next steps I propose to make this research better, and lastly, my
research is concluded.

7.1. Limitations and Future recommendations

Firstly, as there is no ground truth to bias - no clear definition of
what groups are biased - it is challenging to establish if a bias
metric is better than another. I only analyzed in my research the
limitations of a bias metric with a reference group and showed
differences in the results between bias metrics. Future research
could take a look at different ways of evaluating bias metrics
in ASR. For example in [17] they simulated an environment
where either one group is disadvantaged or multiple groups are
disadvantaged and evaluated the results of their bias metric on
models with these datasets. A similar test simulation could be
used also on the bias metrics in ASR.

Secondly, the datasets used in ASR are not completely rep-
resentative of the population. The CGN dataset [13] only con-
sists of adult native speakers and the Jasmin dataset [14] is miss-
ing this speaker group. For this reason, the average WER cal-
culated per model and speaking style (Eq 10) could skew in a
certain direction because of the missing speaker group. Further-
more, the term non-native speaker group is too broad to gen-
eralize. It is important to take into account also the language
background of the non-native speakers as the ones with similar
language backgrounds (e.g. Germany) could have better results
for WER than people from different language groups. This is
especially important to consider for a country like the Nether-
lands where a large part of the population has also, European
(non-Dutch) origin but also non-European origin [20].

7.2. Conclusion

In conclusion, this research introduces a new approach to quan-
tifying bias in automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems
without using a reference group in calculation. It combines
ideas from the Group-to-Average Log Ratio and the Sum of
Group Error Differences approaches to make the new bias met-
ric suitable for our research purposes and make it uncover more
bias characteristics than in bias metrics used by [4].

The results of this research were compared to results by Pa-
tel et al. [4]. While no bias metric can be universally better, as
each problem is different and there is no ground truth to bias,
the new metric reduced the bias caused by utilizing the refer-
ence group. The results from the new bias metric also show
that while the native teenagers (DT) speaker group has the best
performance, this could be also seen as a positive bias in the
system.

Furthermore, it is important to not just measure the across-
group disparity, as we need to look at the bias from different
angles, the new bias metric also uses summative bias calcula-
tion. With this, it is possible to also compare bias across differ-
ent models, which shows bias in the models after augmentation
(SpAug, SpSpecAug).

The ultimate goal is to enhance the fairness of ASR sys-
tems, making them more accessible and beneficial for all users,
irrespective of their linguistic background or demographics.
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A. Appendix - Bias metric

def calculate_bias_metric(df):

# Calculate the average WER for each Model and Style combination
average_wer = df.groupby([’Model’, ’Style’])[’WER’].mean().reset_index()
average_wer.rename(columns={’WER’: ’Average_WER’}, inplace=True)

# Merge this average WER back into the original DataFrame
df = pd.merge(df, average_wer, on=[’Model’, ’Style’])

# Calculate the adjusted WER
df[’Bias_Average’] = -np.log(df[’WER’] / df[’Average_WER’])

return df

Figure 6: Method to calculate G2avg log ratio(g(MS))

def calculate_bias_metric(df):
# Calculate the average WER for each Model and Style combination
average_wer = df.groupby([’Model’, ’Style’])[’WER’].mean().reset_index()
average_wer.rename(columns={’WER’: ’Average_WER’}, inplace=True)

# Merge this average WER back into the original DataFrame
df = pd.merge(df, average_wer, on=[’Model’, ’Style’])

# Calculate the adjusted WER
df[’Bias_SumOfErrors’] = abs(1 - (df[’WER’] / df[’Average_WER’]))

return df

Figure 7: Method to calculate SEDg(MS)



B. Appendix - WER Calculation

def calculate_wer(corr, sub, del_, ins):
return (sub + del_ + ins) / (corr + sub + del_)*100

# Microsoft’s Copilot helped me with this function https://copilot.microsoft.com/
def process_error_rate_files(filepath_manager):

results = []

for style_idx, (style_folder, style_infix) in enumerate(zip(filepath_manager.
get_speaking_style_folders(), filepath_manager.get_speaking_style_infixes())):
for group in filepath_manager.get_speaker_groups():

for model in filepath_manager.get_asr_models():
error_rate_path = filepath_manager.get_error_rate_path(style_folder,

style_infix, group, model)

# Read the file and get the summary row (third from the bottom)
try:

df = pd.read_csv(error_rate_path)
summary_row = df.iloc[-3]
corr, sub, del_, ins = summary_row[[’Corr’, ’Sub’, ’Del’, ’Ins’]]

wer = calculate_wer(corr, sub, del_, ins)
results.append({

’Style’: style_folder,
’Group’: group,
’Model’: model,
’WER’: wer

})
except FileNotFoundError:

print(f"File not found: {error_rate_path}")
except Exception as e:

print(f"Error processing file {error_rate_path}: {e}")

return pd.DataFrame(results)

Figure 8: Methods to process the Jasmin files and calculate the WER per group and model



C. Appendix - Bias metrics results

Diff - Rd DC-Rd DT-Rd NnT-Rd NnA-Rd DOA-Rd
G2min-NoAaug 20.1 0.0 30.7 35.7 6.2
G2norm-NoAug 32.1 12.0 42.7 47.7 18.2

G2min-SP 15.2 0.0 32.9 38.6 6.8
G2norm-SP 28.2 13.0 45.9 51.6 19.8

G2min-SpSpecAug 16.6 0.0 31.2 39.1 7.3
G2norm-SpSpecAug 28.1 11.5 42.7 50.6 18.8

G2min-Ws 14.8 0.0 28.3 32.6 8.6
G2norm-Ws 23.2 8.4 36.7 41.0 17.0

G2min-WsFTcgn 18.5 0.0 35.3 38.4 5.8
G2norm-WsFTcgn 23.8 5.3 40.6 43.7 11.1

Table 2: Table of results Rd after applying bias metric from Eq 2 and 4 from [4].

Diff - HMI DC-HMI DT-HMI NnT-HMI NnA-HMI DOA-HMI
G2min-NoAaug 10.1 0.0 19.6 20.8 2.3
G2norm-NoAug 25.0 14.9 34.5 35.7 17.2

G2min-SP 8.5 0.0 23.6 25.5 6.9
G2norm-SP 19.6 11.1 34.7 36.6 18.0

G2min-SpSpecAug 12.0 0.0 24.1 28.0 10.8
G2norm-SpSpecAug 18.5 6.5 30.6 34.5 17.3

G2min-Ws 13.9 0.0 18.7 32.5 10.3
G2norm-Ws 0.4 -13.5 5.2 19.0 -3.2

G2min-WsFTcgn 5.9 0.0 22.0 20.7 6.3
G2norm-WsFTcgn 20.8 14.9 36.9 35.6 21.2

Table 3: Table of results HMI after applying bias metric from Eq 2 and 4 from [4].



D. Use of Large Language Models (LLMs)
I utilized Large Language Models (LLMs) for this research for the purposes of:
• brainstorming ideas
• formatting my ideas in latex form

These are the prompts I used for these purposes:
Q: create bibtex: [1] C. Liu et al., ‘Towards Measuring Fairness in Speech Recognition: Casual Conversations Dataset Transcrip-
tions’, in ICASSP 2022 - 2022 IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP), May 2022, pp.
6162–6166. doi: 10.1109/ICASSP43922.2022.9747501.
A: Here’s a BibTeX entry for the conference paper you’ve described:

“‘bibtex @inproceedingsliu2022fairness, title = Towards Measuring Fairness in Speech Recognition: Casual Conversations Dataset
Transcriptions, author = Liu, C. and others, booktitle = ICASSP 2022 - 2022 IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and
Signal Processing (ICASSP), year = 2022, pages = 6162–6166, month = may, doi = 10.1109/ICASSP43922.2022.9747501 “‘

This BibTeX entry includes all the necessary details for citing a conference paper, such as author, title, conference name, year,
pages, and DOI.
Q: can you generate a structure for my abstract?
A: Certainly! Here’s a structured outline to help you craft your abstract for the research report on bias measurement in Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) systems:

1. **Purpose** - Briefly introduce the main objective of the research. - State the problem with current bias measurement methods
in ASR systems.

2. **Methodology** - Outline the methods used to develop and evaluate the new bias metrics. - Mention the datasets (CGN and
Jasmin corpus) and ASR models (E2E Conformer and OpenAI’s Whisper model) used for testing.

3. **Key Findings** - Highlight significant findings from applying the new metrics compared to traditional methods. - Discuss
how these findings reveal different aspects of bias in ASR systems.

4. **Implications** - Explain the implications of these findings for the design and evaluation of ASR systems. - Suggest how these
new metrics could lead to more equitable ASR technologies.

5. **Future Research** - Propose directions for future research to refine these metrics and explore their applicability in diverse
contexts.

This structure ensures that your abstract is clear, concise, and effectively communicates the purpose, method, findings, and signifi-
cance of your research to your readers.
Q: i want to have a numbered assumption in latex
A: To create a numbered assumption in LaTeX, you can use the amsthm package, which provides a straightforward way to define new
theorem-like environments. Here’s a simple example of how you could define and use a numbered assumption:

Load the amsthm package: Include this package in the preamble of your LaTeX document. Define the Assumption Environment:
You can define a new environment for assumptions just after loading the amsthm package. Use the Assumption in Your Document:
Once defined, you can use this environment in your document just like any standard LaTeX environment.
Q: how do i reference this equation?
A: To reference the given equation properly, you should label it within your LaTeX document. This way, you can refer to it using the
label elsewhere in your text. Here’s how you can do it:

Add a label to your equation. Reference the equation using the label.
Q: can you add a horizontal divider between table columns in latex?
A: Certainly! To add a horizontal divider between the rows in your LaTeX table, you can insert the midrule command between these
rows.
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